for this reason. All of the included neurons were directional, all responded to large random-dot patterns, and all showed some degree of selectivity for heading.
. This is unsurprising, as the flanks of a Gaussian curve are also sigmoidal in shape. These ing a range of horizontal heading angles, which varied from Ϫ30Њ (left) to 30Њ (right), at 5Њ intervals. Figure 1 cells, then, have tuning that is dominantly sigmoidal in shape, and for these, the probit function provided the illustrates the stimuli that were used for these measurements. On any trial, a dot pattern simulating a linear better account of their tuning (59/87; 68%). However, other cells clearly were much better described by the trajectory along a single heading angle was presented for 1 s, and responses were measured for the entire 1 Gaussian function (points below the diagonal; 28/87, or 32%). These cells show genuine band-pass tuning. s trajectory. It remains possible that the apparently sigmoid tuning of the majority of our cells is due to the limited range monotonically changing through the range that we measured. On the other hand, the cell in Figure 2B was bandof heading angles that our hardware was capable of testing. Perhaps if we had tested to greater angles, these pass tuned for near-zero headings. We observed these three types of tuning (left-preferring, band-pass, and cells would have decreased their firing, resulting in band-pass cells tuned for far headings. Two analyses right-preferring) with nearly equal frequency in our sample of 87 cells.
argue against this possibility. First, we analyzed the re- siduals from the probit fits. If these were band-pass a strong tendency to center near zero headings (dead ahead); the distribution was not significantly different cells, with peaks near the end of the range of headings tested, then the residuals would trend negatively near from zero (t test, p Ͼ 0.05). On the other hand, for reasons that are unclear, the band-pass cells tended to have the end of the range. No such trend was evident in the residuals (data not shown). Second, the majority of means to the right of zero, and their midpoints were more widely distributed. This distribution is significantly sigmoid-tuned cells had both near-zero centers of tuning and narrow bandwidths (see below). The sigmoid shifted to the right of zero (t test, p Ͻ 0.05). Band-pass cells were apparently more broadly tuned function we used (probit) provided a good account of the data (Figure 4 ) despite being forced to be flat for a than were sigmoid-tuned cells ( Figure 4C ). The mean bandwidth (defined in Experimental Procedures) for large range of the data, usually approximately 20Њ. Thus, for the tuning to be band-pass and for this kind of funcband-pass cells was 7.3Њ, compared with only 3.0Њ for the sigmoid-tuned cells, and this difference was statistically tion to provide such a good account of the data, the data would have to remain near maximal for a long significant (t test, p Ͻ 0.05). Our cells tended to be tuned near dead ahead and distance from the peak, despite having a steep flank; this seems unlikely to us. Despite these arguments, howtended to have fairly narrow bandwidths, suggesting that the population would have more information availever, we remain agnostic as to whether the apparent dichotomy represents truly distinct categories or a conable in near-frontal headings. This impression is supported by the composite tuning function shown in Figure  tinuum Normally, we do not keep our eyes still when we move through the environment. During self-motion, the retinal from uniform ( Figure 4B ). The sigmoid-tuned cells had However, the amount that this focus shifts depends on the depth of the image plane. This is because the pursuit-induced retinal velocity is independent of depth, while the retinal velocities resulting from self-motion decrease with increasing depth. Thus, at larger distances, the pursuit velocities have a larger relative effect and the shift of the focus of expansion is greater. This is illustrated in Figure 5C , which shows the dependence of the retinal shift on the relative depth for the conditions of our experiment. These range from zero for the nearest dots and rise to approximately 80Њ (well off-screen) for the farthest dots. The average shift, therefore, is approximately 40Њ. The exact value would depend on the manner in which VIP cells average multiple velocities, which is unknown. This is the amount that one might expect the tuning functions to shift, if VIP were representing heading in retinal coordinates, and this is not what we observe.
VIP cells' tuning functions were remarkably little affected by pursuit ( Figure 6 ). Three example cells are shown, and all show very good stability under pursuit. The solid curve shows the tuning with the eyes stationary; the broken curves show the tuning measured during left and right pursuit. It is important to realize that the tuning functions are plotted in screen rather than retinal coordinates. Therefore, curves that superimpose demonstrate tuning that is invariant under pursuit or, equivalently, encode heading in head-centered coordinates. The stability of these functions demonstrates that inputs that stimulate the retina very differently produce tuning that remains essentially fixed with respect to the head. Because the heads of our monkeys were fixed in the chair, it is of course impossible for us to distinguish whether the representation is closer to head-centered, body-centered, or exocentric ("world") coordinates. However, we can be quite confident that the representation is not in retinal coordinates. Figure 5A , average. Of the two directions of pursuit, the sample we show the familiar situation without pursuit. Image means were significantly shifted only for left pursuit points directly ahead of the animal have no velocity; this (t test, p Ͻ 0.05). Also, band-pass and sigmoidally tuned produces the focus of expansion, which is the same for cells were similarly stable under pursuit (black and gray all depths. At any single depth plane (such as the one bars; t test, p Ͼ 0.05) for both pursuit directions. illustrated in 5A), the addition of the pursuit vector field Next, we considered how the amplitude and width of causes a shift of the focus of expansion in the direction the tuning functions were affected by pursuit. For this analysis, we calculated ratios of the parameters for each of pursuit, as shown in the right panel of Figure 5B . To evaluate this, we recorded 59 neurons' firing rate during pursuit in the absence of a heading stimulus. Of these 59 cells, only a minority (27% for left pursuit, 41% for right) showed activity that was significantly different during pursuit, compared with fixation. Furthermore, these responses were small and inconsistent in sign. On average, the change in activity was only 17% of the magnitude of the heading stimulus-evoked activity, and for the whole sample was not significantly different from 0 (t test, p Ͼ 0.05). We cannot tell under our conditions, where the room was not completely dark, whether this activity was visual or extraretinal in source, but for the present purposes it is not important. Overall, then, the responses under pursuit cannot result from a superposition of heading responses and direct pursuit responses, because the direct effects of pursuit were inadequate in magnitude to produce the effects seen in VIP cell's heading tuning. Lastly, superposition of extrareti- It seems likely to us that VIP would also be involved in 1999). However, it is worth emphasizing the difference between these studies and the present one. In the MST object-motion tasks (Colby et al., 1993) and others as well. Most motion tasks require some kind of compensaexperiments, the heading stimulus contained no simulated depth, which provides the distinct advantage that tion for eye movements, so this feature also might prove very generally useful to motion perception. a "simulated eye movement" condition can be used to eliminate extraretinal cues and thus compare visual and These observations provide some clues as to the underlying mechanisms of heading perception. Numerous extraretinal sources of compensatory signals. The design also allows the direct estimation of the compensamodels of heading perception have been proposed, using a wide variety of mechanisms. Many of these fall tion in percent, something that our more natural stimulus design does not allow. Motion parallax cues substaninto the category of "template" models, where individual neurons will match a particular heading (Perrone and tially assist in the perceptual compensation for pursuit eye movements and can even completely support comStone, 1994, 1998; Zhang et al., 1993). These models are intuitively reasonable and easy to read out: the most pensation when pursuit speed is low (1-2Њ/s; Warren and Hannon, 1990). There is some evidence that the active template at any instant indicates the current heading. Unfortunately, our data argue against this cateaddition of parallax cues to depth can substantially influence MST responsiveness (Upadhyay et al., 2000) . Howgory of models, although not strongly enough at present to completely exclude them. The population in VIP conever, their stimuli were intentionally held fixed in retinal coordinates. Therefore, the finding that tuning was tains only a minority of band-pass neurons; these are most consistent with the predictions of template models largely unchanged under pursuit might again indicate that the representation in MST is largely in retinal coordiof heading perception. What is problematic for the models is that this category of cells is both less stable in nates, even when motion parallax cues to depth are incorporated. While we believe that the results in MST the face of pursuit and somewhat less sensitive to small heading differences. If these were the cells upon which appear quite different, it remains entirely possible that all the apparent differences might be due to the different perception depended, one would expect them to be the most isomorphic with the properties of perception. stimuli used in the MST experiments. Quantitative com- 
